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Abstract

The response of temperature-modulated differential scanning calorimetry (TMDSC) to irre-
versible crystallization of linear polymers was investigated by model calculations and compared
to a number of measurements. Four different exotherms were added to a typical modulated, re-
versible heat-flow rate in order to simulate irreversible crystallization. It was found that the re-
versing heat-flow rate of the TMDSC in response to such irreversible crystallization exotherms is
srongly affected by tbe shape of the transition and the phase-angle where the exotherm occurs. A
comparison with the experimental data gave valuable insight into the transitions, as well as the na-
ture of the TMDSC response which is usually limited to an analysis of the first harmonic term of
the Fourier series that describes the heat-flow rate.
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Introduction

Crystallization and melting of linear macromolecules are largely irreversible
processes. A small, local, reversible melting process was found for all analyzed mac-
romolecules of sufficiently high-molar-mass as for example poly(ethylene tere-
phthalate) [1, 2], poly(trimethylene terephthalate) [3], poly-p-dioxanone [4],
poly(ether ether ketone) [5], and poly(oxyethylene) [6]. The fraction of the sample
that undergoes reversible melting decreases with crystal perfection and, in quasi-iso-
thermal analyses, with the time a sample resides at a given temperature in the melt-
ing region. It is assumed that the reversible melting involves local processes that oc-
cur on a sub-molecular scale. If a part of the molecule remains attached to its crystal
at the time the temperature modulation reverses, the partially melted molecule can
reversibly recrystallize during the cooling segment due to the remaining molecular
nucleus [7, 8]. Since this process takes place at the interface between crystal and
melt, it involves only a small fraction of the total material and rather precise TMDSC
is necessary to quantitatively assess the process. In this paper we venture to consider
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and understand the artifacts of TMDSC that originate from the incomplete deconvo-
lution of reversing and non reversing signals.

In the temperature region of cold-crystallization, somewhat above the glass tran-
sition, no reversibility has been observed on modulation. The supercooling is suffi-
ciently large, so that negligible changes in crystallization rate occur during tempera-
ture modulation which typically has an amplitude of 1.0 K or less, and the melting
temperature is too much higher to cause fusion in the heating segment of the modu-
lation. The crystallization of macromolecules on cooling from the melt occurs usu-
ally also with a sufficiently large undercooling that even in the presence of crystal
nuclei the temperature of the heating segment is not high enough to permit melting.
In this case, however, effects of changes in crystallization rate and slow perfection of
the initially grown poor ctystals may show reversible effects that are of great impor-
tance for the characterization of the crystallization and reorganization processes. In
poor crystals of sufficiently low molar mass of poly(oxyethylene)s (below about
10 000 Da) it was even possible to bridge the crystallization and melting regions
with the modulation amplitude [9]. Again, these are processes that need high-quality
deconvolution of the TMDSC signal for their quantitative study.

The only effect seen by TMDSC during the analysis of a fully irreversible crys-
tallization which shows no change in crystallization rate within the modulation am-
plitude should be a shift of the reversible heat capacity to the lower values charac-
teristic for higher crystallinity [2, 10]. The behavior of a low-molar-mass substance
is often quite different. Its crystallization and melting can be reversible as long as
crystal nuclei remain on melting, and even on complete melting during the heating
segment of the modulation, the inherent supercooling may be sufficiently small to be
overcome during the cooling segment [11].

In order to better understand how a temperature-modulated DSC can handle irre-
versible crystallizations, we simulated such a process. We determined the effect of a
fully irreversible crystallization exotherm on the reversing heat capacity. The com-
bined output of the TMDSC uses the first harmonic term of the Fourier series of
sample temperature and heat flow rate and involves repeated sliding averages cover-
ing as much as ±3/2 modulation cycles. Such simulations that duplicate such analy-
ses were started several years ago in our laboratory using a simple spread-sheet pro-
gram [12]. The initial calculations revealed how spikes, jumps, and sudden and grad-
ual increases in the heat-flow rate produced small, erroneous contributions to the re-
versing heat capacity. Next, extensive simulations of the glass transition were per-
formed, based on parameters gained from experimental heat-flow data from
TMDSC [13, 14]. In this case it could be shown that the reversing heat-flow rate
could give erroneous contributions to the non-reversing heat capacity. This was fol-
lowed by simulation of reversible melting and crystallization, as found in the
TMDSC of indium [11, 15]. Also, the approach to steady state in sawtooth modula-
tions has been studied [11, 16] and will be made use of in the present work. In the
current research these studies are extended by simulation of the irreversible crystal-
lization by adding different irreversible crystallization exotherms to a sawtooth-
modulated heat-flow rate and comparisons of the results with TMDSC experiments
on typical polymer systems.
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Experimental details

Samples of poly[imino(1-oxododecamethylene)] (nylon 12), and poly[oligo-
(imino{1-oxododecamethylene})-block-oligo(oxytetramethylene)] (PebaxTM) were
kindly supplied by Elf-Atochem North America. The nylon 12 has a Mn of 6.0⋅104

Da and a Mw of 1.3⋅105 Da. The mass composition of the Pebax copolymer is about
20% oligo[imino(1-oxododecamethylene)] and 80% oligo(oxytetramethylene) [17].
The analyzed isotactic polypropylene (iPP) is also a commercial poduct, Shell HY
6100, with a Mw of 3.0⋅105 Da. The oligo(α-pinene) (PαP) used in this research is a
commercial resin, Piccolyte A115TM by Hercules Inc. (The Netherlands), with a Mn
of 680 Da and a Mw of 1075 Da. The isotactic polypropylene/oligo(α-pinene) blends
(iPP/PαP) were melt mixed according to a procedure described in [18]. The mixing
ratios of iPP/PαP (in wt%) were 100/0, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, and 50/50.

The experiments were performed with a Mettler DSC 820 (ADSCTM). It repre-
sents a heat-flux calorimeter in which the modulation is governed by the sensor of
the temperature of the heater and is little influenced by the evolution or absorption
of latent heats due to transitions within the sample. Dry nitrogen gas with a flow rate
of 20 mL min–1 was purged through the cell. The samples were first melted, then
cooled with a sawtooth temperature program with the following  characteristics: The
constant, underlying cooling rate <q> which is represented by the sliding average
over one modulation cycle was set to 1.0 K min–1, the modulation amplitude was
±1.25 K and one modulation period lasted 60 s. These parameters lead to a cooling
rate of 6 K min–1 followed by heating at a rate of 4 K min–1. Deconvolution of the
underlying cooling rate and the modulation results in a pseudo-isothermal sawtooth
with a rate of change of the sample temperature of ±5 K min–1 at the same period of
60 s and an underlying, constant cooling rate of 1 K min–1.

Calculations

The calculations were carried out with a typical PC spread sheet, as described be-
fore [12], and are summarized next. A copy of the basic spread-sheet program is
available from our ATHAS WWW site [19]. The experimental and simulated sample
temperatures and heat-flow rates are deconvoluted into the portion arising from the
underlying change and from the modulation. The oscillating portion of the signal is
called the reversing portion and represented by the amplitude and, if needed, by the
frequency and phase shift relative to the reference modulation. Representing the
sawtooth of the sample temperature by a Fourier series, results in the following ex-
pression:

Ts(t) = <Ts(t)>+∑[
ν=1

∞

ATs,νsin(νωt) + BTs,νcos(νωt)] (1)

where the underlying temperature <Ts(t)> is the average over the modulation period
p(=2π/ω=60 s), and ATs,ν and BTs,ν are the amplitudes of the Fourier components ν
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that must be determined in the usual manner, and ν is an integer. An analogous equa-
tion applies for the heat-flow rate HF(t):

HF(t) = <HF(t)>+∑ 
ν=1

∞

[AHF,νsin(νωt) + BHF,νcos(νωt)] (2)

where <HF(t)> is the total heat-flow rate, and AHF,ν, and BHF,ν are the corresponding
amplitudes. As long as the modulation starts at t=0 and is symmetric about <q>t, the
modulation is centro-symmetric and all BTs,ν and BHF,ν are zero, i.e., the series con-
tain only the sinusoidal harmonics. A centro-symmetric sawtooth modulation sim-
plifies the Fourier representation even further, it shows only odd, sinusoidal harmon-
ics (ν=l, 3, 5, etc.). The same holds for any linear response to the sawtooth. Further-
more, representing the Fourier series by the first harmonic only, limits the series of
Eqs (1) and (2) to the single amplitudes ATs=ATs,1 and AHF=AHF,1, respectively. It
could be shown that the error caused by neglecting higher harmonics cancels when
calculating heat capacities since this involves the forming of ratios of the amplitudes
of ATs and AHF, as can be seen below in Eq. (9), which must, however, be properly
corrected for the differences in heat capacity of sample and reference calorimeters
[16, 20].

The spread-sheet simulation is illustrated next for the heat-flow rate. Analogous
equations hold for the sample temperature. The required integrations are replaced by
summations of the simulated data, assumed to be collected at a rate of one point per
s. Averaging the heat-flow rate over one modulation period p eliminates the sinusoi-
dal component and yields the total heat-flow rate <HF(t)> of the first harmonic.
Note that only the first and all even harmonics are eliminated in this procedure. The
odd harmonics are not fully separated and cause a small error in the deconvolution.
In the present case of collecting one data point every second, the total heat-flow rate
is represented by the following average over one modulation period of 60 s [12, 16]:

<HF(t)> = 

∑ 
t−30

t+30

HF(t) − 1/2HF(t − 30) − 1/2HF(t + 30)

60
(3)

Next, the heat-flow rate HF(t) is corrected to the pseudo-isothermal heat-flow rate at
a given temperature t by subtracting the total heat-flow rate of Eq. (3):
HFpseudo(t)=HF(t)–<HF(t)>. The average heat-flow amplitude of this pseudo-iso-
thermal modulation over one modulation cycle is the reversing heat-flow rate. The
computation of the amplitude of the first harmonic of the reversing heat-flow rate,
AHF, is carried out by finding the out-of-phase and in-phase components of
HFpseudo(t), with respect to sin ωt:

AHFsin(ωt − δ) = AHFcosδsinωt − AHFsinδcosωt (4)
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where δ is the phase shift of the heat-flow rate relative to ω:

HFcos(t) = AHFsin(ωt − δ)cosωt = HFpseudocosωt (5)

HFsin(t) = AHFsin(ωt − δ)sinωt = HFpseudosinωt (6)

This is followed by averaging (integrating) over one full period p(=60 s):

<HFsin(t)> = 

∑H
t−30

t+30

Fsin(t) − 1/2HFsin(t − 30) − 1/2HFsin(t + 30)

60

[=<∆HF /2)cos δ>] (7)

<HFcos(t)> = 

∑H
t−30

t+30

Fcos(t) − 1/2HFcos(t − 30) − 1/2HFcos(t + 30)

60

[=<(AHF /2)sin δ>] (8)

The two expressions in brackets represent the integrals of the central parts of Eqs (5)
and (6). Because Eq. (3) can be evaluated for the first time only at a time of 30 s after
the begin of the experiment or simulation, Eqs (7) and (8) can be evaluated first after
60 s. A simple vector addition of the two averages gives the average maximum am-
plitude of the heat-flow rate due to modulation:

The deconvolution of the temperature amplitude is analogous to that of the heat-
flow rate and allows to calculate the average temperature modulation amplitude
ATs=<ATs(t)>. The reversing heat capacity can, finally, be calculated by using the just
calculated reversing amplitudes or their further smoothed values [20]:

where K ′ is the calibration constant when heat capacity is derived from the heat-flow
rate.

Results and discussion

The simulations of the crystallization were performed by adding four differently-
shaped crystallization exoterms with an amplitude comparable to the basic, revers-
ible heat capacity which was taken from an actual measurement in a transition-free

(10)

(9)
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temperature range. The four different crystallization curves are reported in Fig. 1.
The curve ‘a’ is quite sharp and steep at the beginning and end of crystallization. The
curve ‘b’, starts as steeply as curve ‘a’, but ends more gradually. The curve ‘c’ is
gradual, both at the beginning and at the end of crystallization. Finally, curve ‘d’
starts and ends as smoothly as curve ‘c’, but the peak has a sharp top. The four curves
simulate four types of crystallization that may be found in polymers, but the sharp-
ness of the transition must be considered relative to the modulation period. Process
(a) may be found in cold-crystallization in the presence of a large number of pre-
formed nuclei. It begins quickly and is completed in a relatively short time as ex-
pected for fringed-micellar growth. Crystallization (b) proceeds rapidly once crys-
tallization is initiated, but slows when crystallization nears completion as seen, per-
haps, in spherulitic crystallization with termination of crystallization by impinge-
ment. Case (c) is expected if nucleation is hindered by a broad distribution of induc-
tion times. The situation (d), finally should arise if crystallization is completed rapidly
relative to the modulation period, and is expected also as an instrument effect of a quick
end to crystallization, followed by gradual attainment of the new steady state.

Figure 2 illustrates the experimental sawtooth-modulated heat-flow rate as meas-
ured in a transition-free region. The starting point at zero s is taken arbitrarily. The
average sample temperature <Ts> decreases in the direction of increasing time. Fig-
ure 2(b) shows a segment with an expanded abscissa. The first sharp increase in the
heat-flow rate at 417 s occurs with a certain overshoot and represents the arpproach
to steady state on cooling that is barely reached before the sawtooth modulation
switches at 447 s to heating followed by another steady-state approach.

Adding now the crystallization, as shown in Fig. 1(b), starting at 495 s, 18 s after
the beginning of the second cooling cycle in Fig. 2(b), results in the heat-flow rate
shown in Fig. 3. Note, that it is assumed that once started, the crystallization is so far

Fig. 1 Heat-flow rates corresponding to crystallization rates that were used for the simulation
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from equilibrium that the temperature modulation does not affect the rate of crystal-
lization.

The deconvolution of the heat-flow rate, as outlined above, yields the reversing
heat capacity as reproduced in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) shows the calculated reversing
heat capacity of a crystallization that is simulated by the curve in Fig. 1(a). Sharp
minima in Cp, immediately followed by smaller maxima can be linked to the begin-
ning and end of the crystallization. Each extends for about 60 s (1.0 K). The four ar-
eas involved in the peaks are less than 0.05% of the total heat of crystallization. A
small amount, but of significance if the results of TMDSC are to be used, for exam-
ple, for the identification of surface melting of polymers. In Fig. 4(b) the analysis of
the heat-flow rate of Fig. 3 is given which corresponds to the crystallization mode of
Fig. 1(b). The first peak, linked to the initiation of the crystallization, is still present,
but the gradual cessation of the crystallization yields hardly any effect. Then,
Fig. 4(c) which models the gradual initiation and completion of the crystallization
gives practically no contribution to the reversing heat capacity. Finally, Fig. 4(d)
shows no effect in the region where the exotherm starts and ends, as in Fig. 4(c), but
presents a larger discontinuity with its minimum close to the position of the maxi-
mum of the crystallization peak which occurs at about 777 s.

According to Fig. 4, the shape of the crystallization curve has a fundamental role
in the incomplete separation of the irreversible latent heat from the reversible heat
capacity. Although the size of the error is small, it is of importance in the possible
remaining reversible processes in the crystallization and melting processes [1–9] as

Fig. 2 The heat-flow rate HF(t) in a transition-free region (a). An expansion of the time scale
of (a) in the region where the crystallization was added is shown in (b). The heating
cycle that starts at 477 s and ends at 506 s is used to locate the start of the irreversible
crystallizations
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well as other latent heat effects. If the crystallization starts abruptly, as with Figs 1(a)
and 1(b), the initial averages involved in the first period with crystallization decrease
and produce an exotherm in the heat capacities of Figs  4(a) and (b). The reason is
visible in Fig. 3. The sharp exotherm adds more to the exotherm of the first cycle
than it subtracts from the endotherm. The second cycle is almost symmetric, and the
gradual decrease in the subsequent cycles results in negligible imbalances. There-
fore, when the crystallization starts or ends abruptly, the averages over one period
cannot fully separate the irreversible portion and may produce spurious effects in the
reversing heat capacity within the time interval of an irreversible transition. Simi-
larly, a sharp maximum in the exothermic curve gives a contribution in the calcu-

Fig. 3 Modulated heat-flow rate resulting from the addition of the irreversible crystallization
of Fig. 1(b) to the heat-flow rate of Fig. 2(a)

Fig. 4 Calculated reversing heat capacity using Eq. (10). Addition of the crystallization of
Fig. 1, to the heat-flow rate of Fig. 2, beginning at time 595 s; (a) using Fig. 1(a); (b)
using Fig. 1(b); (c) using Fig. 1(c); (d) using Fig. 1(d)
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lated reversing heat capacity in the vicinity of the peak position, as illustrated in
Fig. 4(d).

Our previous attempts to simulate irreversible heat effects in TMDSC [11] in-
volved the addition of a sudden 50% jump in the modulated heat-flow rate. It also
produced a peak in <AHF>, which, in turn, led to a small maximum in the reversing
heat capacity. Conversely, a shallow exponential or even a linear drift of the heat-
flow rate does not noticeably affect the reversing heat capacity. A sharp spike in the
heat-flow rate of a duration of much less than one cycle could also not be compen-
sated within the modulation period and led to a shallow minimum. The present cases
are closer to actual changes in heat-flow rate expected in irreversible processes and
demonstrate the importance to check the quality of the deconvolution.

In order to complete the discussion of the simulations, it remains to verify how
the phase of the modulation at the starting time of the crystallization influences the
calculated, reversing heat capacity. Crystallization is expected to start during a cool-
ing segment of a modulation cycle. As before, the cooling cycle shown in Fig. 2(b)
which lasts from 477 s and ends at 506 s is chosen for the start of the crystallization.
Varying the initiation of the crystallization type given in Fig. 1(b) from 480 to 505 s
yields the results shown in Fig. 5. The cases of Figs 1(a), (c), and (d) can easily be
extrapolated from the discussion of Fig. 4.

Figure 5 illustrates that when crystallization starts at 480 s, i.e., soon after the be-
ginning of the cooling, the calculated reversing heat capacity contains the largest
exotherm. With a later start of the crystallization, the size of the exotherm decreases,
and an endotherm appears and increases in magnitude with increasing delay. At
about 495 s, i.e., in the middle of the cooling segment, the dimensions of the two
peaks become equal in magnitude (Fig. 3). From the results of Fig. 5, it can be con-
cluded that the presence of peaks in the reversing heat capacity during irreversible
crystallization is an artifact that depends on the sharpness of the transition and the
phase angle.

Finally, the simulations were compared to experiments. A number of polymers
slated for analysis in our laboratory, as for instance poly(4-methylpentene-1),

Fig. 5 Calculated reversing heat capacity using Eq. (10) for the crystallization of type 1(b),
starting at the times indicated
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poly(oxytetramethylene), and nylon 6, showed discontinuities in the reversing heat-
flow rate when their crystallization was analyzed with TMDSC [21]. As an example,
the reversing heat-flow rate of nylon 12 is shown in Fig. 6, together with the corre-
sponding total heat-flow rate. From the total heat-flow rate one sees a relatively
sharp beginning of crystallization, a sharp crystallization peak, and a somewhat
more gradual return to steady state after crystallization. In accord with the discus-
sion of Figs 1 to 5, this produces small discontinuities at the beginning and end of
the crystallization and a larger maximum and minimum at the sharp peak. By com-
parison with the simulation one expects, that none of the exotherms and endotherms
are true reversing effects.

In multi-component systems the shape of the crystallization curve may change
continuously with composition. As an example, blends produced from the crystal-
lizable, isotactic polypropylene (iPP) and the amorphous oligomer, poly(α-pinene)
(PαP) were analyzed. The crystallization behavior of iPP/PαP blends has been ex-
tensively studied and it was found that PαP slows the overall crystallization rate of
iPP [17]. The total and reversing heat-flow rates of iPP/ PαP blends are shown in
Fig. 7. Pure iPP ( 100/0 blend) crystallizes with a sharp peak and the expected arti-
fact in the reversing heat flow. The addition of PαP retards the crystallization of iPP
and shifts the overall peak to lower temperatures and broadens it. The corresponding
reversing heat-flow rates were calculated with the Mettler Toledo StareTM software
[22] and are displayed in Fig. 7. The discontinuities in the reversing heat-flow rate
are present in the pure iPP and the blends with up to 30% PαP, but their magnitude
decreases with the increasing content of PαP. The asymmetry in the reversing heat-
flow rate is most likely due to a changing phase for the peak position. The bottom
curve (50/50 blend) is sufficiently broad to show practically no reversing contribu-
tion (compare to Fig. 4(c)).

In the melting region of polymers some local reversibility has been observed by
TMDSC. A macromolecule can partially melt during the heating portion of the
modulation cycle and, if it is still attached to a crystal, it can then recrystallize on
cooling. Conversely, for small molecules, crystallization and melting may be fully
reversible [15]. In order to verify the absence of reversible effect on cooling in the

Fig. 6 Reversing heat-flow rate HF(t) and total heat-flow rate <HF(t)> of nylon 12 in the
crystallization rate
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crystallization region, a temperature program that replaces the heating segments by
isotherms was set up, and the results were compared with the ones obtained with the
prior sawtooth with alternate cooling and heating segments. Figure 8 depicts a com-
parison of the reversing heat-flow rate of the multiblock copolymer with 20 oli-

Fig. 7 Crystallization of PP/PαP blends of the indicated compositions. The upper curves are
the total heat-flow rates <HF(t)> and the lower curves, the reversing heat-flow rates,
HF(t)

Fig. 8 The reversing heat-flow rate HF(t) of the crystallization of the oxytetramethylene seg-
ments of poly[oligo(imino{1-oxododecamethylene})-block-oligo(oxytetramethylene)]
with different temperature-modulation programs. Curve (a) results for alternating cool-
ing and heating segments as before, and curve (b) results from alternating cooling and
isothermal segments
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goamide-12 and 80 wt% oligo(oxytetramethylene) [17] measured with both tem-
perature programs in the temperature range where crystallization of the
oligo(oxytetramethylene) blocks occurs. No large differences between the two
curves can be detected, which allows to discard the hypothesis of reversible crystal-
lization on cooling of the oxytetramethylene segments.

Finally, the reversing heat-capacity of Eq. (10) was calculated by approximating
the reversing heat-flow rate of Fig. 8(a) with the Fourier series of Eq. (1). By using
only the first term of the series, the result of Fig. 9(a) was obtained. An error in the
amplitude of the heat-flow rate of 19% is produced when using only the term with
ν=l, but as long as the response to the modulated temperature is linear, the same de-
viation occurs in ATs [16] and cancels in Eq. (10). In order to improve the accuracy
of the calculations, the Fourier series with terms up to ν=11 was computed and used
for the generation of the curve shown in Fig. 9(b). No substantial differences be-
tween the curves (a) and (b) can be seen, as expected. The discontinuities in the re-
versing heat capacity are not due to the approximations used in the representation of
the modulation data, but result from the deconvolution of the total and pseudo-iso-
thermal quantities using Eq. (3).

Conclusions

The reversing response in a TMDSC experiment can be affected by an irre-
versible latent heat of crystallization. The reversing heat-flow rate is strongly influ-
enced by the shape of the crystallization peak. Sharp, irreversible transitions may
1ead to the observation of peaks in the reversing part of the heat-flow rate that may
be confused with small, reversible transitions.

Our simulations provide a useful tool to investigate the nature of irreversible or
partially reversible transitions by comparing the experimental results with a simu-

Fig. 9 Reversing heat capacity of poly[oligo(imino{1-oxododecamethylene})-block-
oligo(oxytetramethylene)] calculated by accounting for (a) the first harmonic of the
Fourier series of Eq. (1)(ν=1) only, and (b) the first to eleventh harmonics of the
Fourier series represented in Eq. (1) (by ν=1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11)
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lated curve with a shape that is similar to the total heat-flow rate exotherm. Only if
the detected reversing heat-flow rate is larger than observed in the simulation, is a
truly reversible contribution likely.

Since the effect on the reversing heat-flow rate is small, it is possible to check the
irreversibility by a simulation that makes use of the experimental total heat-flow rate
abowe the baseline which looks similar to the examples in Fig. 1. More precisely the
total heat-flow rate can be obtained by standard DSC. Assuming this heat-flow rate
is irreversible, it is added at different phases to a reversible, modulated heat-flow rate
HF(t) as shown in Fig. 3. The HF(t) can be taken from a temperature range where
the sample is known to have no transition effects as illustrated in Fig. 2. If the simu-
lation results demonstrated in Fig. 5 agree with the experiment, the transition is, in-
deed, irreversible. If not, efforts can be made to extract the reversible contribution,
such as using quasi-isothermal TMDSC for times sufficiently long to eliminate all ir-
reversible contributions.
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